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a story enabled by
RAE scientists

since 1951

Royal Aircraft
Establishment

The story of UK jet VSTOL



Royal Aircraft 
Establishment

Apprentice

1950



1951
The power of jet engines was steadily increasing and 

it became clear that before long it would be possible to 
design an aircraft with a thrust greater than its weight 

But how could such an aircraft be controlled in the hover?

Dennis Higton

A former RAE Apprentice then working on the

Aerodynamics Research Flight at RAE Farnborough

devised a rig to prove the feasibility of controlling the 
attitude of a hovering vehicle by means of jets











These early experiments enabled RAE 
scientists

Dennis Higton and Arthur Keeler
and later Roger Duddy 

to outline the specification for a full size 
piloted rig that became the 

Rolls-Royce Flying Bedstead



The year piloted jet powered vertical 
flight experiments started with the 

first tethered flights at Hucknall 
of the 

Rolls-Royce Flying Bedstead

or Thrust Measuring Rig 

1953



The date when 

Rolls Royce Chief Test Pilot 
Capt R T Shepherd RN

flew the first free hover in the Bedstead

and jet powered vertical flight became a reality

3 August 1954



This is therefore the story of over 
half a century of V/STOL flight 

development

and the engineers behind it all





Following these early flights an

RAE Aerodynamics Research Flight 
test pilot

Sqn Ldr R A Harvey AFC

took over the development flying 
at Hucknall



Jock 
Harvey





“ I felt insecure…..
…...since this was the first aircraft designed by Rolls-Royce”



Short SC1 on Bedford pit



Short SC1 airborne



then in APRIL 1960



In October the same year the  Hawker P1127 
prototype XP831 first hovered and started what was 

to become the Harrier family of V/STOL aircraft



Following a distinguished career of research and 
development  XP831 retired to the Science Museum in 

South Kensington





The P1127 owed its origins to 
one   
man who in 1956 had an 
idea………..



Vectored thrust

• He was a French Engineer Michel 
Wibault and suggested using 
rotating nozzles to vector thrust 
back in 1956

• He failed to interest Marcel Dassault

• So he went to a USAF Colonel
Johnnie Driscoll in the Paris office of 
the NATO Mutual Weapons 



the UK became involved…..

• Driscoll and his successor 
Colonel Bill Chapman
approached Stanley Hooker of 
the Bristol Aero Engine 
Company  with whom they 
were working on other projects

• Hooker agreed to look at 
Wibault’s design called the 





Stanley Hooker’s view

• He was unhappy with the 
mechanical complexity used by 
Wibault but he did like the 
vectoring notion

• So he gave the job of coming up 
with a better way to use this idea 
to one of his young engine 
designers Gordon Lewis



The Lewis/Wibault  engine

• Gordon Lewis felt the airflow from 
a turbine driven fan could be 
vectored directly

• So he and Wibault worked together 
on the improved idea and jointly 
took out
a provisional patent for such an 
engine in January 1957





Enter Hawker Aircraft

• At the same time Hawkers legendary 
fighter designer Sydney Camm was 
also considering  V/STOL

• But Camm did not like the 
multiple lift engines that Rolls 
Royce were providing for the 
Short SC1 and other research 
aircraft





Sydney Camm’s method

Camm passed the brochure to 
his project office and one of his 
young engineers Ralph Hooper
decided to draw an aircraft 
round this BE 53  engine



Ralph Hooper’s problem – the rear exhaust



Hooper’s first try nose intake – June 1957



A few days later with side intakes



Ralph’s brainwave - split the rear exhaust



So they had a V/STOL engine at last



Ralph Hooper’s definitive Hawker P1127



The engine installed



The nozzle selection lever



The nozzle actuation system



The reaction control system



A problem was born



The undercarriage needed eight years work



The self-shortening leg - perfection



Ship operations - USS Guam LPH class



The Ski-jump STO



The adjustable angle ramp



Trials ramp 
at Bedford 
showing 
tramlines



Sea Harrier FRS Mk1



Farnborough 1978



Sea Harrier FA2 ……..retired in 2006
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To return to the RAE contribution……..

1970



Harrier throttle box



The VAAC Harrier



Bedford telemetry room 1993



Sqn Ldr Justin Paines & JFF VAAC 1999



Worlds first automatic recovery to a deck vertical landing
HMS Invincible 16 May 2005



1952 2005

Royal Aircraft Establishment

Aero Flight

from RAE to DERA then QinetiQ



JSF (JCA) is planned to be available 
to replace Harriers from circa 2014 

But until that golden day ………



Best V/STOL Bombers - Harrier GR7 and



Harrier GR 9 – the latest version to join the JFH

Harrier GR9 hovering with 2 Paveway laser guided bombs and  2 AIM9L Sidewinders

(+1,100lbs at ISA conditions  &  +3,000lbs at ISA+35 conditions)



But……..



only thanks to four 
British designers

Camm

Hooker

Hooper Lewis



Royal Aircraft Establishment
DERA and QinetiQ

and the scientists of the 

Higton



Thank you 
for 

your attention

Do you have 
any questions

?
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